EI for PHS – WORKSHOP
Maribor, 25th January 2018

The EI FOR PHS (Employee Involvement in Personal Care and Household Services) project is expected to foster AWARENESS of employers and workers on workers’ rights to Information, Consultation and Participation (ICP) in the Personal Care and Household Services (PHS) sector at national and European level and to boost BUSINESS MODELS AND GOVERNANCE APPROACHES that ensure the effective involvement of employees in the management of PHS enterprises. The project seeks to serve as a tool to policy makers, trade unions, workers and employers in their efforts to create full, decent and quality employment in PHS sector through the enhancement of workers' ICP rights.

Simultaneous Italian < > English interpretation will be provided; Spanish < > English interpretation will be provided upon request

Date: 25th January 2017        Hour: (9:00 - 13:00; 14:00 -17:00)
Venue: TKALKA, Tkalski prehod 4, 2000 Maribor

Draft programme:

8.45  Arrival and registration of participants
Welcome Coffee

9.00  Official Opening

Maribor city: European Capital of Social Economy 2018 - Mojca Štepic, State Secretary in the Office of the Prime Minister and the Head of the Department for Social Entrepreneurship and Cooperatives at Ministry of Economic Development and Technology, Slovenia
Social cooperatives in the Maribor area and in Slovenia - Karolina Babic, CAAP/Tkalka: Mojca Žganec Metelko, Secretary General of the Association Social economy Slovenia
9.30 EI for PHS Project - LP Legacoopociali

- **Overall presentation of EI for PHS Project**, Elena Canciani – Project Manager
- **Strategic approach to the theme of employee involvement in Personal and Household Services sector**, Michela Vogrig

9.45 The concept of PHS and Employees involvement: the state-of-the-art of the project study in (Italy and SPAIN), Enrico Libera - Scuola Nazionale Servizi

10.00 Information, Consultation, Participation rights Presentations by Trade Unions (UIL, CGIL)

10.15 Best practices from Italy: Visiting Project - Gianluigi Bettoli (Legacoop Sociali, Friuli Venezia Giulia)

10:30 The experience of the Slovenian cooperative involved in PHS: Presentation of Cooperative Goods for good - Luna Šribar

10:45 – 11:00 Questions & Answers

11:00 Coffee break

11:15 Panel “Social Economy Enterprises as a tool for Good Employment and Social Innovation” with:

- **Mojca Štepic**, State Secretary in the Office of the Prime Minister and the Head of the Department for Social Entrepreneurship and Cooperatives at Ministry of Economic Development and Technology, Slovenia
- **Michela Vogrig**, Representative of LEGACOOPSOCIALI (Italy)
- **Bruno Roelants**, Representative of CECOP-CICOPA Europe
- **Mojca Žganec Metelko**, Secretary General of the Association Social economy Slovenia
- **Miro Mihec**, representative of the office Social economy Podravje (Slovenia)
- **Igor Milosevic**, ADP - ZID (Montenegro)
- **Branko Krsmanovic**, Young Ambassadors (Serbia)
- **Klimentina Ilijevski**, PUBLIC (Macedonia)

Chair: Gianluca Pastorelli DIESIS – Eu Support Network for Social Economy

12:45 – 13:00 Questions and Answers

13:00 Lunch
14:00 Panel: “Social Economy Enterprises: best practices from Slovenia, South East Europe and Balkans” with:

- Katja Zajko – RECOSI “Regional and European Co-Operative for Social Industry”
- Lilijana Brajlih - Potencial Inštitut Local food supply and production
- Miroljub Nikolić - Direktor CARITAS ŠABAC
- Edisa Osmančević - Center for Domestic Help (Center Celostne Oskrbe na domu, d.o.o., so.p.)
- Iris Magajna - Društvo Pupillam so.p. (ecological cleaning and reuse)
- Urška Vižintin - IstraTerra so.p. (tourism)

Chair: Gianluca Pastorelli DIESIS – Eu Support Network for Social Economy

15:30 Coffee break

15:45 Questions and answers/interactions and networking among participants

16:30 Conclusions by Michela Vogrig

17:00 End of workshop
Workshop venue: TKALKA, Tkalski prehod 4, 2000 Maribor

Map

How to reach the workshop venue

by Plane to Ljubljana, Zagreb or Graz (Austria) airports, then reserve a van transfer from any of these three airports to Maribor and back on GoOpti https://www.goopti.com/en/ : according to our experience, it works well.
The venue is 15 minutes walking from the Hotel. See on google map

Hotel:
Hotel Tabor (a member of Cooperative of small hotels) Ulica heroja Zidanška 18
2000 Maribor, Slovenija
http://www.hoteltabor-maribor.si/

A limited number of rooms have been prebooked at a good rate. To book your room contact Francesca.zaganelli@cecop.coop by and not later than Friday 12. In the email, kindly mention the names of the persons, the number of rooms and the nights.

Organizers
CECOP – CICOPA Europe, in partnership with CAAP

For more information, write to francesca.zaganelli@cecop.coop and bruno.roelants@cecop.coop